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#28 MEETING SPACE SAFETY CHECKLISTS  
 

 

Prior to holding a meeting, it is a prudent and recommended practice to evaluate the 
configuration, accommodations, limitations, and hazards of the space. Once these 
aspects of the meeting space have been evaluated, then guidelines, instructions, or 
other information can be developed or provided to safely manage the meeting and 
space, as appropriate. The following checklists are intended to be used by organizers 
as a meeting space planning tool.    

Indoor Meeting Spaces 
 Have all 4-H member attendees completed and turned in required medical and permission forms? 
 Are exit signs clearly visible?  Are fire extinguishers and a fire alarm present in or near the room? 
 Are exits unobstructed?  Are extension cords managed to prevent trips? 
 Are exits unlocked from the inside? 
 Will the number of attendees exceed the maximum capacity of the room? 
 Are the heating, ventilation, cooling systems operational? 
 Are there security issues related to areas surrounding the structure where the meeting is to 

     take place? For example, parking areas, nighttime lighting, need for escorts. 
 Are there meeting space prohibitions for certain activities? For example, no consumption of  

     food or drinks in the meeting space. 
 Is a certificate of insurance required? 
 Are restrooms present? If so, determine where they are located. 
 Is an emergency response plan available that includes directions to the meeting space and 

     closest emergency care facility? Dial 911 to contact emergency responders. 
 Is an emergency telephone or cell phone available at the meeting space? 

 

Outdoor Meeting Spaces 
 Have all 4-H member attendees completed and turned in required medical and permission forms? 
 Will the number of attendees exceed the maximum capacity of the meeting space? 
 Are there security issues related to areas surrounding the space where the meeting is to 

     take place? For example, parking areas, nighttime lighting, need for escorts. 
 Are physical hazards present in or nearby the meeting space? For example, water hazards, 

     vehicle traffic, power lines, cliffs or steep slopes, playground or other equipment, rock or brush  
     piles, range livestock, etc. 

 Does access need to be restricted on certain hazardous portions of the meeting space?     
 Is shade available?  Is sunscreen available? 
 Are biting or stinging insects, poisonous snakes, or poison oak in the area?  Is insect repellent 

     available? 
 Will an adequate supply of drinking water be available at the meeting space? 
 Does the meeting space have a physical address?  Are directions or a map being provided? 
 Has permission for the meeting been granted by the property owner?  Is a certificate of insurance 

     required? 
 Is the space accessible for all attendees, including those that are handicapped. 
 Is an emergency response plan available that includes directions to the meeting space and 

     closest emergency care facility? Dial 911 to contact emergency responders. 
 Are fire extinguishers and a fire alarm present at the meeting space? 
 Are there meeting space prohibitions for certain activities? For example, no consumption of  

     food or drinks at the meeting space. 
 Are restrooms present? If so, determine where they are located. 
 Is an emergency telephone or cell phone available at the meeting space? 


